Abstract: Paleofire studies frequently discount the impact of human activities in past fire regimes. Globally, we know that a common pattern of anthropogenic burning regimes is to burn many small patches at high frequency, thereby generating landscape heterogeneity. Is this type of anthropogenic pyrodiversity necessarily obscured in paleofire records because of fundamental limitations of those records? We evaluate this with a cellular automata model designed to replicate different fire regimes with identical fire rotations but different fire frequencies and patchiness. Our results indicate that high frequency patch burning can be identified in tree-ring records at relatively modest sampling intensities. However, standard methods that filter out fires represented by few trees systematically biases the records against patch burning. In simulated fire regime shifts, fading records, sample size, and the contrast between the shifted fire regimes all interact to make statistical identification of regime shifts challenging without other information. Recent studies indicate that integration of information from history, archaeology, or anthropology and paleofire data generate the most reliable inferences of anthropogenic patch burning and fire regime changes associated with cultural changes.
Introduction
The importance of anthropogenic burning in local and regional environmental histories of has been controversial. The difficulties of identifying anthropogenic influences in empirical fire histories has encouraged a speculative polemic, with some scholars arguing for continental-scale transformation by widespread anthropogenic burning [1, 2] and others claiming that human activities were virtually irrelevant prior to the modern era [3] [4] [5] . The top-down influences of climate on fuel abundance and flammability coupled with the regularity of natural ignitions in many fire-prone continental environments has led some scholars to conclude that anthropogenic ignitions are of minor consequence historically, particularly when compared to the magnitude of change caused by fuel alterations in recent decades, including the effects of fire suppression [4, 6, 7] . These debates largely consider human influence with respect to the cumulative area burned per unit of time, in which only area burned and landscape-scale fire frequency matter.
Recent ethnographic [8] and other empirical studies of traditional burning practices [9, 10] indicate that anthropogenic burning may have significant impacts on biodiversity and landscape heterogeneity by changing the grain of fire mosaics by frequently burning many small patches, even in environments that would otherwise experience frequent lightning ignited fires (≤20 year mean fire rotation). Despite nearly identical landscape-scale fire rotations, the ecological and evolutionary consequences of anthropogenic patch burning for biodiversity, fire severity, and climate vulnerability are significant [11, 12] . Furthermore, human agency in the context of climate variation further complicates the assumption of climate-dominated fire regimes [13, 14] . By shaping fire patterns, more than total area burned or fire rotation, human activities can dampen [12, 15] or amplify [14, 16] the effects of climate on fire regimes. Patch burning can be done explicitly to benefit game species, as some hunter-gatherers do [14, 17] , to reduce fire risk [18] or enhance horticultural productivity [19, 20] as some farmers do, or to manipulate grazing patterns of livestock as some pastoralists and ranchers do [21] [22] [23] . Although the purposes, economies, and cultures vary, many uses of fire across the globe involve frequent burning of relatively small patches that generates landscape heterogeneity [11, 24, 25] . One of the key challenges in paleofire science is how to identify it, particularly on landscapes that already burn often.
Fire-scar dendrochronology [26] is the benchmark by which most fire history methods are evaluated, particularly in environments that experience decadal or sub-decadal fire return intervals and the species present are amenable to dendrochronological study [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Fire scars are created when the heat of a fire kills the cambium on part (but not all) of the basal circumference of a tree. After sloughing the overlying bark, subsequent growth by the tree begins to heal over this wound, facilitating the cross-dating of the fire-damaged ring. In some cases, the fire can be attributed to the portion of the growing season in which the damage was incurred, allowing the dendrochronologist to estimate fire seasonality as well [26, 32] . Many trees never form fire scars, despite surviving many fires. However, once scarred, the thin protective bark along the margins of the scar and the abundance of resin that is present in the exposed wood increases the likelihood that an already scarred tree will record subsequent fires, although this too is affected by the time since last fire and the accumulation of fuels sufficient to allow fire to spread to the base of the tree. Thus, the presence of a fire-scar is clear evidence of a fire but the absence of a scar is ambiguous about whether or not a fire occurred [33] . Although there has been some criticism of the fire-scar record as overestimating the frequency of fire [34] , robust assessments of sampling strategies [35] [36] [37] and limited evaluation of scar probability [33] indicate that the fire-scar record is likely conservative and may underrepresent actual fire history, rather than over-represent it.
These basic fire-scar methods have been used to assemble annually and seasonally resolved multi-century to multi-millennial fire histories in dry and mesic forests across the globe [16, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . The frequency and synchrony of fire-scars across scales within regional studies has been used as evidence for the importance of extensive, spreading fires in these forests and, by extension, used to dismiss the significance of anthropogenic burning as a contributor to the historical ecology of these settings [7] . However, more than three decades ago, anthropologist Henry Lewis suggested that very high patch-specific fire frequencies that may have characterized some anthropogenic fire regimes, may be underrepresented in the fire-scar record because fuel loads may never be sufficient to produce or re-scar trees within a frequently burned patch [49] . Although this critique explicitly focused on hunter-gatherer burning, this concern may be equally valid for other forms of patch burning as well as fuel manipulation by farmers and pastoralists [50] . This critique has largely been unaddressed by fire historians, although the efforts to address the overrepresentation critiques have assembled evidence to suggest that Lewis's concerns merit serious consideration.
Here, we consider whether or not the problem of identifying anthropogenic pyrodiversity and its consequences in paleofire records is tractable. How much of the problem is determined by underlying assumptions? How much is methodological? And how can paleofire scientists move forward with research that can account for and identify anthropogenic pyrodiversity when present? Although we focus on tree-ring records, the conceptual issues about identifying anthropogenic patch burning in landscapes that already burn frequently (e.g., savannas and grasslands) are broadly relevant to paleofire studies that employ other proxies.
Materials and Methods
To evaluate the potential for methodological barriers to the identification of anthropogenic impacts on fire patterns, we built a cellular automata model to replicate conventional fire-scar methods. On the basis of empirical research, we assume that a key feature of anthropogenic burning in many flammable environments is a decrease in the size of individual burn patches [10] [11] [12] 51] , and that this change in fire pattern promotes pyrodiversity by creating and sustaining landscape heterogeneity. Further, we assume that the probability of fire-scar formation is low on unscarred trees and that it varies on previously scarred trees with time since fire [33] .
Although our cellular automata model is intended to be generalized and abstract, we used a tree density that roughly approximates 100 trees per hectare over a 400 hectare landscape, units that are reasonable for pre-settlement tree densities in surface fire regimes of Western North America and the size of a basic fire regime study site [52] . We use this rough approximation for estimating sampling intensity in samples per hectare below, although these numbers should be treated as rough approximations only. Depending upon the fire regime implemented (see Table 1 ), each cell may burn with a specified probability each year. Each of the four fire regimes has an identical mean fire rotation at the landscape scale (20-year rotation) but differ in the amount of area burned each time step. Table 1 . Description of the probability used to determine whether a time-step was a fire year, and the probability that each cell would burn in a fire year for each of the four modeled fire regimes. Note that all four fire regimes have a natural fire rotation of 20 years within which an area equal to 100% of the landscape could burn.
Fire Regime
Fire Year Probability Cell Specific Burn Probability during Fire Years
Annual patch burning 100% 5% Semidecadal patch burning 20% 25% Decadal spreading fires 10% 50% Bidecadal spreading fires 5% 100%
We evaluated two experimental scenarios that allow us to ask the following questions: Experiment 1. Can standard fire-scar sampling strategies and intensities (samples per unit area) distinguish contrasting fire regimes with identical fire rotations using fire interval metrics? Are probabilistic or targeted sampling strategies better suited for characterizing these fire regimes? If possible, at what sampling intensity can this be achieved? Experiment 2. Can standard fire-scar methods identify fire regime changes from more frequent, small fires to less frequent, extensive fires using time-series metrics with a fading record problem (i.e., when sample depth diminishes further back in time)?
In our first experiment, we assumed quasi-real forest conditions in which tree mortality from fire and senescence removed trees from the record but unburned dead wood could be harvested for fire-scar analysis. We configured each version of the model with a stable fire regime that had an average fire rotation of 100% burnt every 20 years (Tables 1 and A3 ). The final landscape (approximating 400 ha) of fire-scarred live and remnant dead wood were then sampled using (A) standard (targeted) strategies that focused on collecting those samples with the greatest number of scars, or (B) probabilistic strategies that collected scarred samples at random. Both strategies were implemented with a range of sampling intensities from as little as 10 samples (0.025 trees ha −1 ) to a complete census of all fire-scarred wood to generate a standard fire history measurement, the mean fire interval (MFI). The simulated tree-ring samples were unfiltered (all samples) and filtered for fires recorded in at least two samples (MFI 2 ), at least 10% (MFI 10% ), and at least 25% (MFI 25% ) of all recording samples each year, as is conventionally done in most tree-ring analysis. These measures for each sampling design (probabilistic vs. targeted), intensity, and filter were compared to the MFI derived from the underlying landscape grid which served as a perfect recorder of the fire history for each simulation. Each fire regime was simulated 100 times for total of 400 simulations. Details of how we modeled tree growth, senescence, mortality, and fire scar probability can be found in Appendix A.
In our second experiment, we simulated a dynamic fire regime history that included two different fire regime-shift scenarios from small patchy fires to widespread fires: Scenario (1) from annual patch burning to bidecadal spreading fires, and Scenario (2) semidecadal patch burning to decadal spreading fires. Time series of the annual proportion of area burned (% of recording trees scarred, also referred to as synchrony) were recorded for each sampling intensity for each model run. On each run, we performed a regime shift analysis using a 30-year window moving t-test [53] [54] [55] on the fire synchrony data to evaluate the ability of regime shift analysis to correctly identify known regime shifts from frequent patch burning to less frequent extensive burning. To assess the impact of tree senescence and mortality (i.e., the fading record problem) on the accuracy of regime shift detection, we ran different scenarios in which the forced regime shift occurred at 50 year intervals between 100-500 model years "before present" (i.e., "present" is the end of the 700 year model run). Each fire regime scenario and regime shift point was run 40 times (400 runs for each regime shift scenario for a total of 800 simulations; see Table A3 ).
In this experiment, we evaluated the accuracy of "naïve" regime shift detection (i.e., with no other information besides the fire history data) relative to variably timed forced regime shifts. We structured this analysis by binning statistically inferred regime shift points in 25-year windows relative to the actual regime shift point. We considered successful, accurate regime shift detection to have occurred when the majority of sample runs (≥20 runs) were detected within 50 years of the forced regime shift.
Results
Our first experiment treated fire regimes discretely with equivalent records. The fading record was present but not a problem in this experiment as the regimes were compared against full simulations of the different modeling scenarios. The results of our simulations have important implications for ongoing debates on the validity of strategic sampling, by which old specimens with many fire-scars are preferentially sampled, compared with probabilistic sampling of tree-ring specimens. Contrary to early critiques, our results are very clear that targeted sampling is much more efficient and reliable at generating stable and accurate MFI values at relatively low sampling intensities for MFI all and MFI 2 (as little as 0.125 samples ha −1 ) (Figures 1 and 2) . Furthermore, at relatively modest sampling intensities, each modeled fire regime is easily distinguished from one another using the unfiltered MFI all ( Figure 3 ). Using targeted collection strategies, roughly 0.125 trees ha −1 (50 samples) are sufficient for relatively stable, discrete mean MFI all values for a particular fire regime, making these distinctions possible. Additionally, MFI all and MFI 2 are the only fire frequency metrics that approach the true landscape MFI at any sampling intensity, and they do so at less than 100 samples, so long as a targeted strategy is employed (fewer than 0.25 trees ha −1 ).
The unfiltered MFI all is rarely used in dendroecological studies, however, for fear that it over-represents the importance of small fires. Consequently, the filtered MFI 10% and MFI 25% are more commonly used to infer fire frequency [37] . As our results indicate, the targeted sampling strategy stabilizes at smaller sample sizes relative to probabilistic sampling. However, even for spreading fire regimes (decadal and bidecadal spreading fires), in which the filters should be expected to best replicate the actual fire history, the filtered MFI 10% and MFI 25% metrics artificially and systematically underrepresent actual fire frequencies, returning MFI values that are roughly 150%-300% of their true value. Perhaps more problematically, at the 25% filter, the three fire regimes become more difficult to distinguish even with a complete census of fire-scarred material ( Figure 3 ). The most liberal, but least utilized filter, MFI 2 , seems to provide the best compromise for removing uncorroborated, singleton fire-scars while still accurately describing the real fire history (Figure 1 , second row) and distinguishing contrastive fire regimes (Figure 3 ) at modest sampling intensities (0.25 trees ha −1 ). This analysis suggests that if a study area is sufficiently well surveyed in advance, targeted sampling of roughly 0.25 trees ha −1 should be sufficient to distinguish fire regimes with different MFI. Rather than improving the representativeness of the fire-scar record, probabilistic sampling seems to dilute the sample, making it much more difficult to accurately describe landscape fire intervals with reasonable sample sizes (cf. [37] ). Box and whisker plots of tree-ring reconstructed mean fire interval (MFI) measurements (y-axes) by fire regime (columns), filter level (rows), and by sample size (x-axes) for targeted sampling strategies. The shaded region is the range of actual fire-intervals experienced across all 100 simulations for that fire regime. Note that MFI all accurately describes all fire regime at 50 or fewer samples. Note also that when filtering the fire-scar record at 10% or 25% level, targeted sampling regimes never accurately describe any of the fire regimes. Box and whisker plots of tree-ring reconstructed MFI measurements (y-axes) by fire regime (columns), filter level (rows), and by sample size (x-axes) for probabilistic sampling strategies. The shaded region is the range of actual fire-intervals experienced across all 100 simulations for that fire regime. Note that it takes larger sample sizes to accurately describe the fire regime using a probabilistic sampling strategy than a targeted one ( Figure 1 ). Note also that when filtering the fire-scar record at 10% or 25% level, probabilistic sampling regimes never accurately describe any of the fire regimes. The filtering issue is an important one for considering methodological impacts on the visibility of anthropogenic pyrodiversity in the paleofire record. Filtering is justifiable for fire-climate analysis in order to isolate the years with the most widespread evidence for synchronized fire. However, our model suggests that this process is likely to systematically underrepresent fire frequency and overlooks exactly the kinds of evidence that might remain from anthropogenic patch burning. However, there are some interesting emergent properties of the filtered datasets that may provide evidence of patch burning. For example, although fires occur annually and burn only 5% of the 400ha plot each year in our annual patch burning scenario, the 10% filter consistently returns an estimated MFI 10% around 10 years for this regime, regardless of sampling intensity and regardless of the fact that no fire year ever saw 10% area burned in these simulation runs (Figure 1, row 3, left column) . None of the other fire regimes, including semidecadal patch burning and decadal spreading fires generate MFI 10% that are that low. Therefore an MFI 10% around 10 years or less may be evidence for annual patch burning. Furthermore, in the annual patch burning scenario, MFI 25% values are only measurable with a complete census of fire-scar material, suggesting that another emergent property of annual patch burning is very low synchrony (<25%). This is a pattern that has been observed in tree-ring records where indigenous patch burning has been inferred in California [55] and New Mexico [15] .
Our second experiment indicated both the importance of a fading record and the magnitude of contrast between the regimes when fire regimes shift. Histograms of statistically identified regime shifts are plotted relative to the known regime shift in Figures 4 and 5 . Distributions in red indicate simulations where the regime shift was accurately detected in the majority of the simulations. In no version of Scenario 2 (shift between semidecadal and decadal fires), in which the fire regime shift was relatively minor, was the forced regime shift detected accurately ( Figure 5) . Instead, moving t-tests regularly identified false positives up to 200 years before and after the forced regime shift. In Scenario 1, where the fire regime shift was higher contrast, relatively recent regime shifts were accurately detected at all sampling intensities but larger sample sizes were necessary to identify older regime shifts. The fading record problem interacts with sampling intensity to substantially impact how far in the past a regime shift could accurately be detected (Figure 4 ). This is obviously impacted by tree senescence and mortality. In our model mortality rates increased after 400 years, so the oldest regime shift that was detected accurately was 400 years BP, but this was only possible at maximum, census-level sampling intensity. False positives also occur in these t-tests but they are most common in smaller datasets and with older regime shifts. Since each case represents a particular simulation and reconstructed fire chronology, this suggests that these statistical inferences are most robust when they are corroborated by other fire chronologies to avoid type-I logical errors. Red histograms denote scenarios where the majority of the regime shift simulations (>20 model runs) were accurately identified. Note that recent regime shifts are accurately predicted at all sampling intensities. Greater sampling intensities are needed to identify regime shifts further in the past but even census level sampling does not correctly identify regime shifts that are beyond the typical lifespan of the modeled tree (400 years, see Appendix A). This highlights a second major methodological problem for identifying anthropogenic patch burning. If the differences in frequency between the anthropogenic regime and the non-anthropogenic regime are relatively small, then statistical analysis alone is unlikely to enable the identification of a regime shift between those two even if that regime shift occurred in the relatively recent past [18] . This is important because there is growing evidence that people are attracted to use fire as a landscape tool in already fire-prone environments precisely because they are so flammable [1, 56] . This creates a fundamental ambiguity that pyrogeography has been wrestling with for decades. Without other information from anthropology, archaeology, or history to guide more targeted comparisons between particular periods of time, identifying anthropogenic pyrodiversity in the past can be difficult and frustratingly ambiguous. Even then, the fading record may make such an interdisciplinary analysis difficult or impossible if the shift from pre-colonial anthropogenic patch burning regime was replaced by a colonial one deep in the past.
Discussion
The spatial pattern and grain of the mosaic created by landscape fire has important consequences for food webs in the ecosystem in question [57] . Those impacts may be one of the primary reasons why traditional uses of fire generate pyrodiversity [11, 12, 15, 17, 20] . In addition to impacts on food webs, the spatial pattern of fires has impacts on fire sensitive species, fire refugia, and fire protection [11, 18, 58] . This is one of the primary reasons that understanding the mosaic of a particular fire regime is so important for contemporary land managers. In the absence of historical information on the spatial pattern of historical fire regimes, land managers are left to pick fire sizes arbitrarily [59] . The ability to infer the grain size of the historical fire mosaic would have important consequences for conservation and ecological restoration.
Research has demonstrated the ability of fire-scar dendrochronology to accurately map the extent of spreading surface fires [60, 61] . At issue is the ability of the method to accurately identify high frequency patch burning from spreading surface fires when the fire rotation is identical. Two observations from our model have direct bearing on our primary questions. First, under ideal conditions, large sample sizes, and sufficient time depth, patch-burning regimes can be identified in tree-ring records. This is most easily identified when the fire-scar records are unfiltered. This runs counter to the tendency of most tree-ring studies, which filter the fire scar record to emphasize larger, spreading fires but in the process obscure critical data for documenting pyrodiversity, including anthropogenic fire mosaics.
Conventional fire history analysis is designed to focus on large fires that are recorded in synchronous scars across spatial scales [32] . This approach to filtering fire-scar data is useful for describing the important top-down role of climate but it leaves room for human activity only if there are obtrusive fire-climate anomalies. However, in multiple contexts, it is now clear that anthropogenic patch burning can enhance [14] or suppress fire-climate relationships [12, 15] . Naïve analysis, that is to say analysis that only uses fire history data and not cultural data in an interdisciplinary approach is likely to miss the evidence for anthropogenic pyrodiversity. In other words, basic fire history methods may obscure the evidence for anthropogenic patch burning but it is not necessarily a problem of the fire-scar record. With a different set of assumptions and a methodology that looks at all fires in the record and utilizes interdisciplinary records of human land-use, we think anthropogenic pyrodiversity can be visible in the paleofire record.
We have this confidence because a number of recent studies have demonstrated what this might look like. In the dry conifer forests of the Sierra Nevada of California, Taylor and colleagues used fire synchrony (unfiltered) from a network of fire-scar localities to look for regime shifts using a moving t-test analogous to the one that we used for our model. This analysis statistically identified multiple likely regime shifts that were interpreted in light of California historic and anthropological records [55] . Here we suspect that the slightly longer MFI for their study area (MFI 2 = 17.7) made the contrast between the indigenous patch burning regime (ca. 1600-1775 CE) and the other periods more readily identifiable in the statistical analysis. Nevertheless, as the analysis was informed by cultural and historical records, we suspect that the authors would have had a greater likelihood of identifying the anthropogenic patch burning period anyway.
In dry pine forests of northern New Mexico, the stand-level MFI 2 was 5.3 for the two centuries prior to fire suppression [15] , which should make it very difficult to identify any preceding patch burning regime. Unsurprisingly, we tried but were unable to statistically identify any regime shifts prior to fire suppression in the Jemez Mountains regional fire synchrony data. In the original study, because Swetnam and colleagues used historic and archaeological data to guide their analysis, they were able to identify distinctive fire regimes that characterized the period of American Indian (Jemez Pueblo) patch burning followed by an era of "free-range," extensively spreading surface fires despite such narrow differences in fire frequencies [15] . This was accomplished by using cultural periods determined by historical and cultural records to guide the exploratory analysis of the frequencies of fires of different sizes. This inference was further corroborated by fire-climate analysis, which indicated that interannual climate patterns were less important during the Jemez Pueblo occupation than they were during the "free-range" fire period.
Interdisciplinary research that integrates other forms of paleofire data and cultural information may recognize anthropogenic pyrodiversity as well. One key here is having spatially explicit evidence for fire activity that is isomorphic with the evidence for human settlement and land use. In the short-grass prairies of northern Montana, Roos and colleagues [14] combined landscape archaeology and spatially explicit alluvial charcoal records to identify periods of high grassland fire activity associated with the use of bison hunting drive lines and jumps. The lack of synchrony among dated fire deposits suggested that fire was used in a patchwork across the landscape to lure bison to particular hunting complexes and not others. Correlations between fire episodes and regional PDSI records indicate that this period of fire use had close fire-climate relationships. In the absence of archaeological information, it would be easy to misread these records as evidence for strong fire-climate relationships and suggest humans had little impact.
Although the details of our study pertain to tree-ring fire histories, the broader issues are relevant to fire history analyses using other proxies and other environments (e.g., grasslands, savannas, charcoal records). Wherever the non-human fire regime is dominated by relatively frequent spreading fires, anthropogenic patch burning will be difficult to infer using paleofire proxies alone. Additionally, although Lewis's critique focused on hunter-gatherer burning [49] , these issues are salient for foragers, farmers, and pastoralists who all might engage in patch burning within an existing frequent fire regime [15, 18, 21] .
Altogether, we think that while anthropogenic pyrodiversity has been underrepresented in the literature, it need not be invisible. Rather, we think that a research cycle that involves interdisciplinary dialectic between cultural disciplines (history, archaeology, anthropology) and paleofire sciences that lets information from one field inform sampling, analysis, and interpretation from another can increase the likelihood that we can document the presence and impacts of anthropogenic patch burning ( Figure 6 ). The transdisciplinary nature of pyrogeography is well suited to this task [62] [63] [64] , although it will likely involve questioning some of the basic assumptions of our disciplines as well as a great deal of humility [65] . Although the details of our study pertain to tree-ring fire histories, the broader issues are relevant to fire history analyses using other proxies and other environments (e.g., grasslands, savannas, charcoal records). Wherever the non-human fire regime is dominated by relatively frequent spreading fires, anthropogenic patch burning will be difficult to infer using paleofire proxies 
Conclusions
Is anthropogenic pyrodiversity invisible in the paleofire record? I think that we can confidently say "not necessarily". There is nothing inherent in fire-scar methods that would render anthropogenic patch burning invisible. However, the most common treatments of fire-scar records employ assumptions that make it much more difficult to identify human components unless the fire regime differences are substantial (e.g., anthropogenic burning in mesic forests with multi-century or longer MFI). By combining information on past societies with paleofire information, our analysis will be more robust. Interdisciplinary analysis has identified patch burning in contexts that would have been difficult using paleofire data alone. A research strategy that integrates the spatial dimension of human activities with spatial patterns in paleofire records has the potential to identify anthropogenic pyrodiversity and its consequences in a variety of contexts. 
Appendix A

A1. Model Structure
The fire-scar simulation was developed as a non-spatial cell-based model where the growth, mortality and fire scar formation of a fixed number of trees is modelled on a yearly time-step ( Figure A1 ). The model is initiated with a population of trees, one tree per cell, with an age structure defined by a gamma distribution (shape = 6, scale = 0.021), resulting in a peak in tree age distribution at approximately 280 years. For each yearly iteration, the model first determines if it is a year in which a fire is to occur, based on a defined probability F p . If the current year is a fire year, a random set of cells are selected to be burnt based on probability B p . For each tree inhabiting a cell that is selected to be burnt, a scar is recorded for that year with a fixed initial scar probability of 0.08 if the tree is thus far unscarred, or with a probability dependent on the time since the last fire in that cell, derived from the function BurnScarTSF if the tree already has a scar, such that there is a higher probability of scar formation with more intense fires following a long fire-free interval. Next, fire-dependent mortality for the trees that were burnt is calculated based tree age using function MortalityF. Consumption of existing snags with scar records in burnt cells is modelled based on time since fire with the BurnScarTSF function, so that existing snags with scar records can be removed with a higher probability if there has been a long time since the previous fire. Finally, the values of burnt cells in the matrix recording time since fire are set to zero. After the calculation of fire-dependent scar formation and mortality, fire independent mortality is calculated based on age using the MortalityI function. If a tree has been killed, either as a result of fire or independent of fire, its record of scars is deleted from the main matrix and moved to the snag matrix, and simple recruitment is modelled by initializing a new tree of age zero in the cell. At the end of each year iteration, the age of each tree, and the time since fire of each cell is incremented by one. The model output comprises of a matrix of extant fire scar records for each cell from trees alive at the end of the simulation, and unburnt snags with scar records, which can be processed to derive summary fire regime indices. The simulation also returns a matrix of actual fire occurrence in each cell for each year, representing the reality of fire occurrence for comparison to the scar record. After the calculation of fire-dependent scar formation and mortality, fire independent mortality is calculated based on age using the MortalityI function. If a tree has been killed, either as a result of fire or independent of fire, its record of scars is deleted from the main matrix and moved to the snag matrix, and simple recruitment is modelled by initializing a new tree of age zero in the cell. At the end of each year iteration, the age of each tree, and the time since fire of each cell is incremented by one. The model output comprises of a matrix of extant fire scar records for each cell from trees alive at the end of the simulation, and unburnt snags with scar records, which can be processed to derive summary fire regime indices. The simulation also returns a matrix of actual fire occurrence in each cell for each year, representing the reality of fire occurrence for comparison to the scar record.
The three functions that determine scar formation (BurnScarTSF), fire-dependent mortality (MortalityF) and fire-independent mortality (MortalityI) define the core parameters of the model, driving the formation and loss of the fire scar record. BurnScarTSF is a logistic function of time since fire (location = 20.7, scale = 9.5) that has been normalized to a maximum probability of 0.75, and was derived by fitting a logistic curve ( Figure A2) to scarring probability at a range of times since fire, obtained from the literature for North American conifer forests [33] . MortalityF is a step function that defines the probability of tree death in a fire within four age-classes, parameterized in table 1 from values obtained from the literature [66, 67] . Mortality is high for young seedlings, and declines to a low value for trees aged 30-400 years, and then increases for older trees. Figure A2 . Plot of logistic function for the probability that an already scarred tree will record subsequent scars based on time since last fire.
The fire-independent mortality function, MortalityI is a step function that defines the probability of natural tree death within three age-classes, parameterized in Table A2 from values obtained from the literature [68] . Young seedlings and older trees have a high probability of mortality each year, while trees aged 20-400 years have a much lower probability of mortality. While the parameters for the initial scar probability and the BurnScarTSF function are well established in the literature, the age-dependent mortality functions are less well defined. A sensitivity analysis was conducted by running 100 simulations with the mortality probabilities within the age classes for MortalityF and MortalityI varied with a uniform distribution within 25% of the base values in a Latin hypercube design. R source code for the simulation runs, summary statistic derivation and plot production are available in a repository online at https://zenodo.org/record/3233290.
A1.1. Simulation Runs
The simulation parameters used to perform all model runs are detailed in Table A3 . The first simulation experiment aimed to test the detectability of different fire interval and percentage burnt combinations, with an average burn probability of 100% per year 20 years. Four simulations runs were performed with 100-run in each, for a period of 700 years (including 100-year unanalyzed period to stabilize tree demographics), with a population size of 40,000 trees. The fire intervals for the four simulations included 5% burnt in 100% of years, 25% burnt in 20% of years, 50% burnt in 10% of years, and 100% burnt in 5% of years.
The second simulation experiment aimed to test the detectability of a change in fire regimes at different times before the present. 400 simulation runs were performed for the "wide" fire regime with 5% area burnt in 100% of years before the shift, and 100% burnt in 5% of years after the shift, but with the shift year varying in ten steps from 150 years to 600 years, and 40 replicates performed per shift year. 400 simulation runs with the same set of regime shift years were also performed for the "narrow" fire regime with 25% of the area burnt in 20% of years prior to the shift, then 50% of the area burnt in 10% of years after the shift. 
